Players

2-4

ANDOR: THE FAMILY
FANTASY GAME (691747)

Ages

7

MAY

&
UP

Play Time

MSRP: $34.95

30-45

MINUTES

OBJECTIVE: Work together to find the lost wolf cubs before
the dragon reaches the castle wall!

VIDEO:

FEATURES & BENEFITS:
• COOPERATIVE: Family role-playing game fosters teamwork,
communication, inclusion, and positive social skills.
• REPLAYABLE: Play through the four pre-determined challenges
or mix-and-match the tasks for countless new adventures!
• SIMPLE RULES: Dice rolling and token collection mechanisms
are easy to learn and teach.
• CHALLENGING: Opportunities to plan and strategize combined
with elements of luck keep players of all ages on the edge of
their seats.

BASIC SETUP:
1.

2.
3.

Character Cards

Choose to play as an Archer, Warrior, Magician, or Dwarf. Each
character has its own special features, strengths, and weaknesses.
Place your characters, fog tokens, and dragon on their
marked spaces on the main board.
Read the task cards out loud so all the players know what
actions they need to complete to win.

HOW TO PLAY:
1.

2.

Gameplay takes place over the course of a day, which is
measured by a specific number of sun discs. On each turn, you
have one of two choices:
a) Move or Stay Still (costs you sun discs)
b) Complete Tasks (does not cost sun discs)
• Completing tasks require taking voluntary actions, like
fighting off Gors, trading items, or going shopping. The
tasks cards at the beginning of the game will help you
decide what actions to take.
• Revealing a Fog Token is the only mandatory action, but
be warned...fog can obscure helpful objects and allies or
hide dangerous creatures!
Once all the sun discs are depleted, darkness falls. Each night
while the heroes sleep, the dragon and Gors move closer towards

Task Cards

HOW TO WIN:
1.

2.

Task Card Example:

Once you complete all the assigned tasks, you can cross the bridge
and search for the cubs in the Dwarven Mines.
The game ends as soon as your team finds all 3 wolf cubs or
when the dragon reaches Rietberg castle.

EXTRAS:
• Combine tasks cards for Easy, Average, or Hard level options.
• Want more monster-fighting fun? Check out the entire Andor
Series, which includes four full games and three expansions.

Task Card Example:

Fresh Water for Andor: Clean all 3 wells.

TOY STORES

Collect Plants for the Wolf Cubs: Collect 2 of the
same plant tokens.

GAME STORES

FAMILIES

STRATEGY

